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ABSTRACT
In the age of the Anthropocene, drastic ecological changes are needed to stop
global climate change that will not be realized through technology alone. We need the
assistance of socio-political movements as well as the integration of disciplines in order
to be successful. This research analyzes the successes and failures of the Environmental
Movement, beginning in the 1960s, as well as its integration of art, architecture,
landscape, and technology in comparisons to their modern day environmental influences.
By examining nature, through its various forms and ideologies, this research also seeks
innovative ways to integrate disciplines as a means for understanding the process of
social change.
Nature and technology can be designed symbiotically through architecture.
However, this change can only be achieved through the support and subsequent
propagation of this idea though culture. Therefore, architecture’s processes must include
sociological functions as well as ecological ones to redefine the relationship between
Nature and Culture.

As the culmination of this research, equipped with a new

understanding of the nature-culture relationship, a theoretical architectural proposal
seeks to engage the issues surrounding architecture’s unique ability to propagate social
change and mediate between nature and technology.

viii

1. INTRODUCTION
“There are now so many of us, using so many resources, that we’re disrupting the grand
cycles of biology, chemistry and geology… Almost all the planet’s ecosystems bear the marks of our
presence.” 1

In the age of the Anthropocene, drastic ecological changes are needed to stop
global climate change that will not be realized through technology alone. We need the
assistance of socio-political movements as well as the integration of disciplines in order
to be successful. This research analyzes the successes and failures of the Environmental
Movement, beginning in the 1960s, as well as its integration of art, architecture,
landscape, and technology in comparisons to their modern day environmental influences.
By examining nature, through its various forms and ideologies, this research also seeks
innovative ways to integrate disciplines as a means for understanding the process of
social change.
Nature and technology can be designed symbiotically through architecture.
However, this change can only be achieved through the support and subsequent
propagation of this idea though culture. Therefore, architecture’s processes must include
sociological functions as well as ecological ones to redefine the relationship between
Nature and Culture.

At the culmination of this research, equipped with a new

understanding of the nature-culture relationship, a theoretical architectural proposal
seeks to engage the issues surrounding architecture’s unique ability to propagate social
change and mediate between nature and technology.

1

"The Anthropocene: An Introduction," Welcome to the Anthropocene, accessed March 20, 2014.
http://www.anthropocene.info/en/Anthropocene.
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1.1

PRE-ENVIRONMENTALISM

A multitude of ecological concerns manifested during the post-WWII era. First,
the dangers of rampant pesticide contamination came to light, largely due to the work of
marine biologist/scientist/ecologist Rachel Carson.
testing had multiple drastic failures.

Second, above-ground nuclear

Third, agriculture became more industrialized,

which separated man further from nature, while at the same time exposing the limit of
the earth’s resources. 2
Had these concerns been realized just in their respective fields, they may not have
elicited such an intense reaction. However, these new events unfolded simultaneously
with one important development: a boom in televised mass media and accessible
information.
figure.

Through television exposure, Rachel Carson became a highly publicized

Her books, The Sea Around Us and Silent Spring, which discussed the dramatic

increase of aerial pesticide usage and contamination as well as the industry’s switch from
organic to synthesized contaminants and the spread of diseases that occurred as a
Similarly, debates of ecological issues

reaction to it, became household knowledge. 3

began to be held in public and on television, rather than solely amongst experts. The
ability to spread this information caused a popularization in science, which spurred the
integration of scientific and ecological technologies with cultural trends in the following
years. Lastly, color photography emerged in National Geographic magazine and became a
popular hobby for an increasingly widespread amateur audience. The sudden availability
of color landscapes triggered a mass nostalgia for nature and a desire to connect to the
environment. 4
The culmination of these ecological factors and their ability to reach the masses
through televised culture directly influenced the emergence of the Environmental

2
3
4

Jean Agnew and Roy Rosenzweig, A Companion to Post-1945 America (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2002), 330.
Ibid., 331.
Ibid., 330.

2

Movement in the 1960s [see Figure 1.1], exemplifying the power of mass awareness and
cultural support. The result was an era of social movements that largely reacted against
post-war consumerism in favor of a new relationship with nature, which will be described
in the next section.

FIGURE 1.1. EMERGENCE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENT 5

5

Image drawn by author using information gathered from Jean Agnew and Roy Rosenzweig, A Companion to Post1945 America (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2002), 330-1.
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2. INTEGRATION OF NATURE AND CULTURE IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL
MOVEMENT

FIGURE 2.1. TIMELINE, 1965-1975

4

The tension of the post-war era and subsequent start of the Environmental
movement led to an explosion of environmentally charged projects which featured various
new theories in which humanity and its environment should interact. For the purposes of
this research, these projects will be categorized into three main branches: natural process,
linked nature, and the creation of a new environment.

FIGURE 2.2. HUMAN ENVIRONMENT INTERACTION

2.1

SCIENTIFIC METHOD: NATURAL PROCESS

In the 1960s, landscape architect and ecological planner Ian McHarg called for a
return to natural processes that incorporated landscape with methodical scientific study.
McHarg firmly believed in the scientific method and its ability to solve conflicts between
design and nature. Science, he said, “was a truth serum that would reveal the verifiable

5

facts of nature to humans,” 6 and that by discovering and following the laws of nature,
humanity would be able to beautifully and efficiently plan sites. Science was the key to
revealing nature’s truths to humanity, and McHarg maintained that site design and
planning should be tested for its ‘ecological integrity’, just as scientific theories are
tested. He theorized that understanding natural forces would enable humanity to create
landscape in accordance with nature.

According to landscape architect Susan

Herrington: “Creativity, for McHarg, was not an act exclusive to human artists but rather a
directional process towards higher levels of order, which he thought occurred in the law of
both thermodynamics and evolution – in living and nonliving systems.” 7 Therefore, in this
theory on human and environment interaction, nature is a methodology. Understanding
and following this methodology would enable the creation of intelligent, integrated design.

2.2

THE TECHNO-FIX: CREATION OF A NEW ENVIRONMENT

While methodical scientific research used natural process, the creation of a new
environment created interdisciplinary architecture from radical technology in which the
architecture itself performed various functions that were typically provided by one’s
surroundings. Architectural theorist and critic Reyner Banham’s theoretical project, the
Unhouse, produced in 1965, used the flows of the building to create an implied enclosure
rather than a physical barrier. 8 This work was largely architectural, yet called for the
architecture to be influenced by processes that people would have relied on their existing
environment to fulfill. In the Unhouse, Banham embraced the use of machines and
technology as a means of building. The Unhouse is “an architecture which,” according to
Banham’s biographer Nigel Whitely, “becomes ‘invisible’ and subservient to the

6

7
8

Susan Herrington, “The Nature of Ian McHarg's Science," Landscape Journal 29, no. 1 (2010): 1, accessed
September 22, 2013, doi: 10.3368/lj.29.1.1.
Ibid., 7.
David Gissen, “Territory: Architecture Beyond Environment,” Architectural Design 80, no. 3 (2010): 8.
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software.” 9 Meaning, the physical boundaries of architecture fade to allow its mechanics
to define the space. The philosophies expressed through his work are direct evolutions
from the 1950s: Banham embraced Modernism and capitalism to create a new
philosophy of architecture.

“Because environment was external to architecture,” says

architectural historian and theorist David Gissen, “it enabled architecture to disengage
from its history and enter it into a new dialogue with the technological and natural
conditions within which then-contemporary subjects found themselves.” 10 Advocating for
architecture as the result of Modernist twentieth-century aesthetics, Banham embraced
technology as a new form of environment. 11
Buckminster Fuller also used technology to create a synthetic nature. Fuller
intended his geodesic domes to be self-regulating shelters that would allow humans to
live in hostile environments, such as those produced after nuclear war. Highly influenced
by Cold War tensions, he designed his domes as a way to “protect the human species
from the prospect of self-annihilation through war or planetary ecological devastation.” 12
Fuller was commissioned to create one of these domes for the US Pavilion in the
1967 World Exposition [see Figure 2.3]. His geodesic dome provided a technical
interaction with nature on the outside and a sociological experiment on the inside, titled,
‘the World Game.’ The facade was functioned as a “self-regulating shading system” 13 of
moving panels that tracked the movement of the sun and opened and closed accordingly.
Fuller’s geodesic maps and the World Game were intended to incorporate a strong
cultural element into the exhibition, which connected the needs of all people of the world.
The goal of the game was to solve the global food crisis. “It was designed,” said modern
architecture historian Jonathan Massey, “to induce players to internalize the goal of
9
10
11
12

13

Nigel Whiteley, Reyner Banham: Historian of the Immediate Future (Cambridge: MIT, 2002), 189.
Gissen, “Territory,” 8.
Whiteley, Reyner Banham, 39.
Jonathan Massey, "Buckminster Fuller's Cybernetic Pastoral: The United States Pavilion At Expo 67," The Journal
of Architecture 11, no. 4 (2006): 467, accessed September 24, 2013, doi: 10.1080/13602360601037883.
Ibid., 464.
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rationalizing human use and distribution of resources. And because the questions and
scenarios would appear on the Geoscope in real-time, the Expo proposal incorporated
another kind of feedback beside that of the computer: the responses of other players and
Contrasting with previous mindsets of

audience members from around the world.” 14

nature as ‘standing reserve,’ 15 Fuller’s World Game portrayed the earth in a closed loop
system with finite resources.

FIGURE 2.3. US PAVILION DESIGNED BY BUCKMINSTER FULLER FOR THE 1967 WORLD EXPOSITION

In the above philosophy of human-environment interaction, the creation of a new
environment often resulted in a synthetic nature using radical technological innovation. As
14
15

Ibid., 476.
‘Standing reserve’ is a termed coined by Martin Heidegger, a 20th century German philosopher well known for
his theories in existentialism and ontology, the study of Being. Encyclopædia Britannica Online, s.v. "Heidegger,
Martin," last modified November 7, 2013, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/259513/MartinHeidegger. According to Heidegger, “Everywhere everything is ordered to stand by, to be immediately on hand,
indeed to stand there just so that it may be on called for a further ordering. Whatever is ordered about in this
way has its own standing. We call it the standing reserve…Whatever stands by in the sense of standing reserve
no longer stands over against us as an object.” Martin Heidegger, "The Question Concerning Technology," in
Technology and Values: Essential Readings, ed. Craig Hanks (Chichester: Wiley-Blackwell, 2010), 105. So,
standing reserve, when applied to nature, is the mentality of mankind that sees nature as a mere accumulation
of resources to be used whenever desired. Heidegger claimed that it was modern technology, “as a revealing
which orders…sets upon man to order the real as standing reserve.” Heidegger, “Question,” 106.

8

a reaction to the realization of the limit of Earth’s resources, projects that created a new
environment proposed building for closed-loop systems.

Though these projects also

studied natural processes, they extrapolated from these processes to integrate technology
into a techno-environment, designed for the good of all humankind.

2.3

RECIPROCALLY LINKED: COHABITED ART AND NATURE

The land artists cohabited art and nature.

They are particularly relevant to this

proposal due to their large influence on the integration of culture and environment. The
effect it had on the rest of the art world and environmental culture was so great that the
title of the 1968 Dwan Gallery exhibit entered into the American lexicon; the name
‘EARTHWORKS’ became used to describe all art that incorporated land material. 16 The
timing of this exhibit, “a time of social upheaval,” 17 was imperative to its popularity. It
was featured three years after the release of Banham’s Modernist proposal for the
Unhouse in 1965, and one after Fuller’s eco-technological pavilion for the World Expo in
1967. In 1967-68, the year leading up to EARTHWORKS debut, both Martin Luther King and
Kennedy had been assassinated, massive demonstrations and student protests had
occurred both at home and abroad, and the Democratic National Convention had been
violent. 18,19 This political unrest, coupled with growing ecological concern, sparked the

16
17
18
19

Suzaan Boettger, Earthworks: Art and the Landscape of the Sixties (Berkeley: University of California, 2002), 135.
Ibid., 136.
Ibid.
Tensions leading up to the 1968 Chicago Democratic National Convention were extremely high, due largely to
opposition of the Vietnam War. At the time, the current President Lyndon Johnson’s favorability ratings were
extremely low – in the mid-30% overall and 23% support for his war policies – and he declined running for reelection. Hubert Humphrey, Johnson’s vice president and supporter of Johnson’s war policies, was nominated
as the new candidate. “Outside the official convention proceedings, anti-war demonstrators clashed with
11,900 Chicago police, 7500 Army troops, 7500 Illinois National Guardsmen and 1000 Secret Service agents
over 5 days. The violence centered on two things: the Chicago police forcing protestors out of areas where they
were not permitted to be; and protesters clashing with police…as they tried to march on the convention site.”
"Brief History of Chicago's 1968 Democratic Convention," Cable News Network, accessed March 21, 2014,
http://www.cnn.com/ALLPOLITICS/1996/conventions/chicago/facts/chicago68/index.shtml. Protestors were
bombed with tear gas and beaten with billy-clubs by the police. “The worst day of protesting was…dubbed the
‘Battle of Michigan Avenue.’…Many innocent bystanders, reporters and doctors offering medical help were
severely beaten by police.” “1968 Democratic Convention.”

9

massive popularization of EARTHWORKS and its cemented its role as a rallying point for the
blossoming Environmental Movement.
Ironically, the artists overall had not intended to send such an ecological message
and were concerned more with returning man and art’s interactions to their most basic.
“We can assume they were also partial to environmental protection,” said art critic and
historian Suzaan Boettger, “But in the late 1960s, ecological issues were not a direct
source of EARTHWORKS.” 20 Nevertheless, EARTHWORKS’ artists captured the zeitgeist of their
time, opening the door for ecological artists and the idea of working with natural
materials.
The land art movement evolved as a critique of modernist art and the way it was
constrained to studios and gallery exhibitions. Land artists celebrated the use of earth as
a material in part because it enabled them to work in large scales, outside of the gallery.
Even when creating pieces for exhibitions, the results were often messy, raw, piles of
material that required the viewer to traverse around them rather than look upon a twodimensional static image. 21 The result was that the artwork was impossible to commodify
in the way that modernist paintings were. 22 In this rejection of the commodity, we can
see the tension from the anti-commodification and anti-industrialization mindset started
in the post-war era evolved from its scientific beginnings, carried through cultural
significance to cross disciplines into art.
The inclusion of scales of time was integral to land art: first, the “inexorable,
entropic geologic time,” 23 second, the time of the seasons, and third, the time of the

20
21
22
23

Boettger, Earthworks, 152.
Ibid., 140
Ibid., 210.
Smithson and Serra: Beyond Modernism, Film, Directed by Paul Wood and G. D. Jayalakshmi, 2003 (Princeton:
Films for the Humanities and Sciences, 2003), accessed October 23, 2013, http://vimeo.com/28727127.
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viewer. 24

Geological entropy exposed natural processes, and were the antithesis of a

‘preservation’ mentality. 25 They were meant to erode.
Land art constructed an experience; works of land art had to be traversed to be
truly appreciated.

For example, the piece Broken Circle Spiral Hill [see Figure 2.4] by

Robert Smithson was built to follow a certain path connecting the Hill to the Circle. From
the top of the Hill one could take the path in which to view the Circle and vice versa,
exploring the picturesque quality of the time of the viewer. The piece appears completely
different depending on the season in which it is viewed. Finally, looking at the erosion of
the Spiral Hill, one is aware of the entropic geologic time. 26

As Smithson said, “The

gardens of history are being replaced by the sites of time.” 27

FIGURE 2.4. STILL FROM BREAKING GROUND: BROKEN CIRCLE/SPIRAL HILL 28

For the land artists, especially Smithson, this concept of entropy was of particular
importance. It added a complex face to the projects in that they would not stop changing
24

Ibid.

25Boettger,

Earthworks, 135.

26

Smithson and Serra.

27

Boettger, Earthworks, 135.

28

Benito Strangio, Breaking Ground: Broken Circle/Spiral Hill, Film (1971; Emmen: Foundation for Art and Public
Domain, 2011.), Video still, accessed March 31, 2014, http://www.e-flux.com/announcements/robertsmithsons-broken-circlespiral-hill/.
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until they were completely eroded away. In Spiral Jetty, Smithson’s most famous piece, for
example, particles from the jetty extending into the water continue to be pulled away from
the main land mass which form drifting trails that follow the current [see Figure 2.6]. At
times, the jetty is partially or completely submerged, which makes its constantly
changing nature even more apparent. 29 Land Artist Michael Heizer’s work plays with the
entropic as well. His project, Double Negative [see Figure 2.5] consists of an enormous
tract carved into the earth. With no framework or scaffolding to hold its shape, the piece
is left open to the effects of erosion. In both Spiral Jetty and Double Negative, the entropic
nature of the pieces allow the work to be designed as a part of the existing landscape yet
separated from it. As Rosalind Krauss, art critic and theorist, says, Spiral Jetty and Double
Negative are the “combination of landscape and non-landscape.” 30 Instead, these pieces
change the land itself, creating what Krauss calls a “marked site.” 31
Smithson also advocated the use of post-industrial sites for his work.

For

example, Spiral Jetty was constructed from a ruined site; in fact, the abandoned oil rigs
situated nearby were a large part of what drew his attention to it. Furthermore, what was
natural about the site appeared artificial: the water in the Utah lake was colored an
unnatural red by the algae living in it and the earth was cracked and crusted with salt. 32

29

30

31
32

Dana Micucci, “Land Art: Earthworks that Defined Post-War Art,” Art and Antiques, last modified April 2012,
accessed September 23, 2013, http://www.artandantiquesmag.com/2012/04/land-art-earthworks-postwaramerican-art/.
Rosalind Krauss, "Sculpture in the Expanded Field," October 8 (1979): 41, accessed March 21, 2014,
http://www.jstor.org/stable/778224.
Ibid.
Robert Smithson, "The Spiral Jetty," in Arts of the Environment, ed. Gyorgy Kepes (New York: G. Braziller, 1972),
222-3.
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FIGURE 2.5. “DOUBLE NEGATIVE,” LAND ART BY MICHAEL HEIZER 33

FIGURE 2.6. SPIRAL JETTY 34

33

34

Chris Fullmer, “Double Negative,” Land Art by Michael Heizer, 2007, accessed March 31, 2014,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double_Negative_(artwork).
George Steinmetz, Spiral Jetty, 1970, accessed March 31, 2014, http://www.diaart.org/sites/main/spiraljetty.
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We can see through Smithson’s affinity for art as a means of re-using postindustrial sites both the promotion of site-specificity in art, as well as the establishment
of the role of artist 35 to create experiences in ecology and transform environment, as will
be discussed later in this proposal.
The projects from the three facets of the Environmental Movement, discussed
above, vary in their methodologies, materials, and even their acceptance or rejection of
Modernism. However despite their differences, these projects epitomize the integration
of disciplines from architecture to art, landscape, technology, and sociology. In addition,
each project at its core explores its relationship with nature – though perhaps each using
its own definition of nature – thus showing how fully ecology was integrated in the
zeitgeist of the era, and how efficiently the post-war environmental tensions combined
with mass awareness served as a catalyst for cultural change.

35

Gyorgy Kepes, "The Artist's Role in Environmental Self-Regulation," in Arts of the Environment, ed. Gyorgy Kepes
(New York: G. Braziller, 1972), 170.
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3. EVOLUTION OF NATURE/CULTURE FROM THE 1970S TO ITS
APPLICATION TODAY

FIGURE 3.1. TIMELINE, 2000-2013

15

A large part of the success of the Environmental Movement in the 60’s and
70’s was the integration of environmental concerns and culture. As shown in the events in
[see Figure 3.1], this integration created a feedback loop in which ecology, political
changes, and cultural society influenced each other’s development and effectiveness.
Disciplinary lines were blurred due to the involvement of many fields.

Though the

Environmental Movement waned, resurgences of its trends have appeared today.

The

present day’s spread of ecology and evolutionary threads from the Environmental
Movement can be seen through Ecological Modernization, climate art, and landform
building, each of which will be elaborated below.

3.1

ECOLOGICAL MODERNIZATION

The momentum and passion of the environmental movement of the 1960s and
‘70s began to fade during the 1980s.

According to Arthur Mol, director of the

Wageningen School of Social Sciences, the ideas for environmental reform still existed,
but were “no longer connected…to overall and massive social transformations that would
alter industrial society beyond recognition.” 36

In other words, without the support of

cultural movements, actual production of mass ecological innovation came to a halt.
Amidst the waning of cultural influences, ‘Ecological Modernization’ emerged. Ecological
Modernization is a way of thinking that finds technology and innovation integrated into
environmental policies, similar to ‘eco-efficient innovation’ that uses environment-friendly
technologies to enhance productivity of a product. 37
Two of the main forces that drive Ecological Modernization are: “The role of
‘smart’ government regulation [and the] growing business risks for polluters in the

36

37

Arhur P.J. Mol, “The Environmental Movement in an Era of Ecological Modernization,” Geoforum 31, no.1
(2000): 48, accessed October 7, 2013, doi: 10.1016/S0016-7185(99)00043-3.
Martin Janicke, "Ecological Modernisation: New Perspectives," Journal of Cleaner Production 16, no. 5 (2008):
558, accessed October 8, 2013, doi: 10.1016/j.jclepro.2007.02.011.
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context of multi-level environmental governance.” 38 These two forces can be simplified to
the fact that in order for change to happen on such a large scale, the supportive
government legislature must be involved.
In today’s society, much of the resistance for finding ecological solutions comes
from those who would be required to drastically change their policies and business
models. “In general, an environmental problem proves politically less difficult to resolve
if a marketable solution exists,” says Janicke. “In contrast,” he says, “if a solution to an
environmental problem requires an intervention in the established patterns of production,
consumption, or transport, it is likely to meet resistance.” 39

Furthermore, Ecological

Modernization states that ecological innovations must meet the following three
qualifications to succeed: First, the solution they propose needs to be to a problem that
affects the global level. Second, it needs to promote global industrial growth, which will
heighten the demand for further environmental innovations.

Third, the solution needs

political and/or societal support, and preferably both. 40 When a solution meets these
three criteria, it can be successfully marketed.
One method of creating a mutually beneficial relationship between environmental
regulation and the United States’ competitive capitalism, proposed by ecological
modernists, emerged in the early 1990s. This pro-regulation view claimed that ecological
regulation of business would, in fact, improve industry. 41

While not yet in the

mainstream, this mindset does have support in some big businesses.

According to

Jeffrey Immelt, an executive at General Electric, “Stricter environmental standards do not
damage the national economy…On the contrary, the country could benefit from higher
standards if a core competence for environmental goods is developed.” 42

This theory

states that ecological regulation would level the playing field both domestically and
38
39
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internationally, therefore “leading to global harmonization [of regulation, and] increasing
the probability of markets.” 43 Similarly, companies affected by this regulation would be
using the same ecological measures, creating a level playing field on which for all
competitors to operate. 44
While Ecological Modernization is successful as an idea because it recognizes the
capitalist culture of today’s society and aims to integrate ecology into that mindset, the
selective popularity of Ecological Modernization shows that it is still currently too isolated
from other disciplines for mass propagation. Its struggle also exemplifies a cornerstone
of capitalism; environmental solutions must find a way to be marketable and profitable to
those that produce them in order for those solutions to be produced at all. 45

3.2

CLIMATE ART

Climate art is a contemporary evolution from land artist principles.
EARTHWORKS exhibition, artists used natural materials as their primary medium.

In the
This

exposed the viewers directly to the raw material, therefore integrating a physical reminder
of environment into the viewer’s identity. Climate art today strives to do the same; they
expose the viewer to become aware of the climate itself, thereby making the viewer
personally integrated into their own climate and, often, the problem of global climate
change.
Olafur Eliasson is one such climate artist. The Weather Project [see Figure 3.2] at
Turbine Hall, is an installation of an artificial sun, and is one of his most influential
projects.

The hall is filled with mist that constantly moves, forms, and dissipates, giving

it an atmospheric quality. The ceiling is mirrored and provides a reflection of the floor
below. Mono-frequency lamps are used so the narrow frequency allows only black and
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yellow to be clearly seen. 46 Eliasson’s piece acts as a commentary of the role weather
plays in our lives.

He says, “The weather – wind, sun, rain – [is] one of the few

fundamental encounters with nature that can still be experienced in the city.” 47 Eliasson
also controlled the publicity that promoted the exhibit beforehand so that it would not
influence visitors to form expectations before they had seen the work because, according
to Eliasson, “There is often a discrepancy between the experience of seeing and the
knowledge or expectation of what we are seeing.” 48 Through his guidance of the viewers’
environment, he embodies land art principles of experience, namely the need to interact
with the work to understand it, particularly in its constantly changing, entropic state.

FIGURE 3.2. THE WEATHER PROJECT 49

The method of construction of the artificial sun was chosen specifically so that the
viewers of the piece would be able to see the mechanics of it, thus “revealing the
construction behind the construction.” 50 This subjects the viewer to Eliasson’s ambition
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of “seeing yourself sensing.” 51 Through this philosophy, the viewer is aware not only of
the experience of the piece, but also aware of themselves having this experience. 52
Eliasson says, “The benefit of disclosing the means with which I am working is that it
enables the viewer to understand the experience itself as construction and so, to a higher
extent, allow them to question and evaluate the impact this experience has on them.” 53
Using the picturesque and site-specific principles of land artists, Eliasson also
constructs his art a piece to be viewed by traversing through it.

We can see from

Eliasson’s choice of project material and method of exhibition that the intent of this
exhibit is to elicit a response from the viewer; the goal of the artwork is to be provocative.
Through his work, Eliasson exposes those provocations to society.

3.3

LANDFORM BUILDING

Since the Environmental Movement, traditional land art evolved, on one hand, to
climate art, and on the other, influenced landform building. “The principles of landform
building,” according to architect and theorist Stan Allen, “offer a new lens with which to
reexamine phenomena as diverse as the megastructure of the 1960s, the current
fascination with green building, artificial ski slopes, or the vast multi-use stadia being
constructed today.” 54 These principles include the inhabitation of the landscape, which
much of contemporary architecture has incorporated into its design. However unlike land
art’s wild terrains, such as the salt lake of Spiral Jetty or the vast desert of Double Negative,
contemporary architecture has incorporated principles of land art into densely populated
urban typology, of which the following two projects serve as significant examples.
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3.3.1

CASE STUDY 1: THE HIGHLINE

FIGURE 3.3. THE HIGH LINE 55

The High Line [see Figure 3.3] is a park built on top of an abandoned train track
in the middle of New York City and is one of the most influential works today in regards to
integrating landscape and architecture. One must only look at the design team to see the
physical interdisciplinary manifestation: landscape architect James Corner, architects
Diller, Scofidio and Renfro, artist Olafur Eliasson, and garden designer Piet Oudolf. They
incorporated their interdisciplinarity into the project, stating, “Our strategy of agri-tecture
combines organic and building materials into a blend of changing proportions that
accommodates the wild, the cultivated, the intimate, and the hyper-social.” 56 The High
Line’s formation is deeply rooted in the principles of land art. Like Robert Smithson’s
Spiral Jetty, the site of the High Line also existed due to abandoned infrastructure. The
railroad for which the site was built was no longer operational, and the site was
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unoccupied and unused until the design began for the railroad to be converted into a
promenade-like park. 57
The design of the High Line was largely influenced by the incorporation of time
into the piece. According to its designers, the High Line:
[Is a] parallel linear experience … marked by slowness, distraction and an otherworldliness that … [provides] flexibility and responsiveness to the changing needs,
opportunities, and desires of the dynamic context, our proposal is designed to
remain perpetually unfinished, sustaining emergent growth and change over
time. 58
The ‘slowness and distraction’ of the design refers to the time of the viewer as they walk
the High Line and the awareness of the tension between the peaceful path and speed of
the urban setting and the Hudson River Park. 59

One cannot fully appreciate the site

unless walking through it, in the time of the viewer, particularly as the piece can barely be
seen from the busy streets below. The experience of the High Line is different depending
on its season, whether the flora is blooming and growing, or in winter where the
infrastructure is the main display. Landscape architect James Corner stated,
It is the experience in the duration of time that it takes to walk from Gansevoort to
20th Street. You go through an amazing succession of episodes, and for me, it’s
this choreography and experience of this that is really the most exciting and
original part of this project... You can stroll through the space and become a little
bit of a voyeur, or a little bit of an observer, without being so visible. 60
Like the land artists, the designers of the High Line created not only views, but an
experience.
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The idea of the High Line being “perpetually unfinished” 61 is also a principle
evolved from the land artists. However, while land artists typically incorporated constant
change through the entropy of the site, the High Line is unfinished in its ability to
continue to change through growing. The Park is being installed in three progressive
parts. 62 In this way, it is reinforcing its dynamic qualities through both the large scale
growth of the infrastructure as each new part is installed and through the small scale
growth of the High Line’s flora as the plants take root. In some elements, the High Line
plays upon the erosion of the land art pieces by creating growth through entropy, which
compels the viewer to appreciate both the time and natural processes of their
surroundings. James Corner stated,
One of the greatest features of the High Line is the paving, which has been
designed to crack open and allow the plants to come through… There’s an idea of
trying to comb the paving so we don’t really have clearly defined edges between
path and garden but really that the path bleeds into the garden, and likewise, the
garden bleeds into the path. 63
In this way, the High Line uses entropy to create a blurred edge between the built and the
grown, enhancing the ambiguity of the structure. Through these methods, the High Line
makes the visitor aware of the natural processes happening around them.
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3.3.2

CASE STUDY 2: SEATTLE OLYMPIC SCULPTURE PARK

FIGURE 3.4. SEATTLE ART MUSEUM: OLYMPIC SCULPTURE PARK 64

Seattle’s Olympic Sculpture Park by Weiss/Manfredi [see Figure 3.4] was built on
a post-industrial site as well. Weiss/Manfredi created an infrastructural landscape which
provided pedestrian access and framework to establish the site’s original topography. 65
The design “[capitalized] on the forty-foot grade change from the top of the site to the
water’s edge.

Layered over the existing site and infrastructure, the scheme creates a

dynamic link that makes the waterfront accessible.” 66 In addition to their dynamic link
and use of topography, pedestrian paths were added to the project to allow for the ability
to traverse and inhabit the entirety of the site, 67 which are reminiscent of the land artists’
picturesque qualities.

The method of formation of the park was reminiscent of land

artists work as well.

Michael Heizer’s Double Negative consisted of large cuts and

excavations into the earth, and the large surfaces and excavations of the Olympic
Sculpture Garden followed a similar process.
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The Olympic Sculpture Park is an interdisciplinary piece. In a statement about
the project, Weiss/Manfredi were quoted as saying,
For us the territory of architecture should concern itself with the whole of
the built environment. Heightened disciplinary distinctions between architecture,
art, ecology, landscape architecture, engineering, and urban planning marginalize
the

status

of

the

architectural

project,

precluding

new

paradigms

for

contemporary settings. Our collaboration was initiated by a desire to question
such a limited view. Instead, we search for opportunities to consider, both in
physical and disciplinary terms, a larger territory for expression. 68
The artwork displayed is as much a part of the architecture as the infrastructure
itself.

Here, we see the evolution of Krauss’ critique of landscape and not-landscape

referenced earlier in Heizer and Smithson’s ‘marked sites.’ 69 Some of the sculptures in
Weiss/Manfredi’s landscape featured the same type of materials as the land they stand
upon. In other words, many installations are reincarnations of Earthworks pieces and
made of earth materials, or materials that are subject to entropy. This time, however,
they were born into the hybrid environment of an urban and landscape mix. The ideology
of the Sculpture Park, then, epitomizes Krauss’ diagram of the Expanded Field [see
Figure 3.5], where sculpture “is no longer the privileged middle term between two things
that isn’t [meaning: not-landscape and not-architecture]. Sculpture is rather only one term
on the periphery of a field in which there are other, differently structured possibilities.” 70
The Sculpture Park itself, as a whole, is both landscape and architecture; therefore it is
the complex, as seen in Krauss’ diagram.

The designated areas for the display of

sculpture are a kind of marked site, both landscape and not-landscape, as being part of
the land but designed to perform a function separate from it.
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FIGURE 3.5. “SCULPTURE IN THE EXPANDED FIELD” 71

Many of the pieces of ‘sculpture,’ as well as the Park itself, speak to the entropic
process as well. Most artworks are made of either natural materials or steel. 72 According
to Stan Allen, “The material palette fuses hard and soft, mixing the natural with the manmade.” 73 Both types of material will show signs of wear and change from being exposed
to the outdoors.

The artwork made of steel will rust, following the genre of Richard

Serra. 74 Providing a direct link between the land artists and the Olympic Sculpture Park
is Richard Serra himself, who designed his own piece featured in the park.
A principle factor in the Weiss/Manfredi’s design for the Olympic Sculpture Park
was, of course, the way that the sculpture was exhibited.

They created a unique

integration of these principles in which the landscape itself is an exhibition space. They
designed “a ‘landscape for art’… [It is a] new experience for modern and contemporary
art outside the museum walls… Deliberately open-ended, the design invites new
interpretations of art and environmental engagement, reconnecting the fractured
relationship of art, landscape, and urban life.” 75 Incorporating principles from Robert
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Smithson’s Site and Non-Site pieces, Weiss/Manfredi moved from the gallery by taking
art out of buildings; however, by placing them on landscape designed for exhibition, they
has essentially transformed the landscape into a gallery itself, thus removing and notremoving art from the gallery.

The ‘white box’ of the frame was transposed into the

natural. This principle also provided a reversal of land art. Land art would have found
the site best suited to incorporate the art; however the rotating sculpture exhibitions
meant that the landscape needed to be built to designate areas for various pieces of
sculpture.
This evolution of both land art and classic art exhibition ideals reflects
Weiss/Manfredi’s interdiscipinarity, as well as today’s renewed affinity toward the
picturesque. As Tim Robbins stated,
They are not of the post-1968 generation, with its radical rejection of institutions.
Instead, their generation has witnessed the rapid passing of styles… and
attendant broad manifestos. Weiss and Manfredi have emerged with a modernist
idiom, but see the work of design situated in the broadest and social physical
context, one that requires research and collaboration. 76
According to landscape architect James Corner, “Urban infrastructure sows the
seeds of future possibility, staging the ground for both uncertainty and promise.” 77 Like
the land artists, many contemporary works of architecture create a sculptural, inhabitable
experience. They turn away from the 2-dimensionality of the typical urban landscape, as
the land artists rejected the 2-dimensionality of Modernist art, and create 3-dimensional
landscape infrastructure.
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3.4

ANALYSIS

The main difference between the 1960-70’s Environmental Movement and the
motion of ecological friendliness seen today is seen in their disparate levels of integration
into society.
everywhere.

During the Environmental Movement, the idea of environment was seen
It was in art, music, pop culture, and even science.

It was reflected in

politics, not only through counter culture activist protests but also approved through
federal legislation. 78
It can be concluded from this research that the resurgence of Environmentalism
present today has split, with parts being represented but not fully working together.
Ecological Modernization, while advocating that ecology can help business and
capitalism, has not gained much momentum outside of the people those policy changes
would directly affect. Climate art, through its exhibitions, succeeds in reaching society.
It is designed to present a problem, to make people reflect on it, and to increase
awareness of their surroundings, however it typically does not offer solutions. Landform
building, as a form of architecture, is built for the use of society and therefore helps to
influence cultural trends as well. It takes values from land art, one of the most influential
aspects of the Environmental Movement.

The High Line and the Seattle Olympic

Sculpture Park are only two of the many projects which reflect its principles.

These

pieces provide an integral link between landscape and the viewer that connects the
audience to the processes of the environment around them, and furthering the evolution
of land art principles in architecture will continue to enforce the need for a connection
both between disciplines and environment. The connections that landform building draw
are more successful, yet a next step is needed to utilize nature’s processes, not only
repeat their forms or draw an overt awareness to it.

78

see Figure 2.1.
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In the Environmental Movement, ecology was almost fully integrated into society’s
culture. This must be renewed and expanded in today’s Age of the Anthropocene, and
can be done by integrating nature and its processes into architecture. By making nature
a part of building it becomes a force that society interacts with every day, thus raising
awareness, and disseminating ideas.
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4. IN THE AGE OF THE ANTHROPOCENE
4.1

THE SPREAD OF AN IDEA

Why is it important that ecological trends be supported and propagated by
culture? This is partly explained by evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins’s theory of
memetics, in which memetics is the study of memes, and a meme is a “cognitive or
behavioral pattern that can be transmitted from one individual to another one.” 79 This is
otherwise known, essentially, as an idea, or a piece of information.

In the theory of

memetics, Dawkins’ explains that like genes, an idea, or meme, must replicate in order to
ensure its survival. However while genes are carried on through procreation, memes are
replicated via culture. For example, “If a scientist hears, or reads about, a good idea, he
passes it on to his colleagues and students,” says Dawkins. “He mentions it in his articles
and his lectures. If the idea catches on, it can be said to propagate itself, spreading from
brain to brain.” 80 According to Dawkins,
It is our own species that really shows what cultural evolution can do. Language is
only one example out of many. Fashions in dress and diet, ceremonies and
customs, art and architecture, engineering and technology, all evolve in historical
time in a way that looks like highly speeded up genetic evolution. 81
In order for an idea to be successful, it must have three qualifications: longevity,
fecundity, and copying-fidelity, where longevity is the length of an idea’s life and fecundity
is its ability to reproduce. 82 Lastly, the meme must have a high copying-fidelity: meaning,
the idea must be able to be faithfully reproduced. As Dawkins says, “At first sight it looks
as if memes are not high-fidelity replicators at all. Every time a scientist hears an idea
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and passes it on to somebody else, he is likely to change it somewhat.” 83

However,

though each idea is subject to interpretation of the person who hears it, there must be an
essential idea that remains in the meme so that it is recognizable and understandable to
those who also have come in contact with the same theory. Dawkins gives the example:
When we say that all biologists nowadays believe in Darwin's theory, we do not
mean that every biologist has, graven in his brain, an identical copy of the exact
words of Charles Darwin himself. Each individual has his own way of interpreting
Darwin's ideas… Yet, in spite of all this, there is something, some essence of
Darwinism, which is present in the head of every individual who understands the
theory…The meme of Darwin’s theory is therefore that essential basis of the idea
which is held in common by all brains that understand this theory. 84
This is the way in which the Environmental Movement spread across disciplines,
which is essential for a successful integration of nature and culture. The Environmental
Movement, when thought of as a meme, was extremely effective in its replication, due
largely to its copying-fidelity.

Though disciplines may have interpreted the idea

differently, at its core it held the same values. This continuing value is also what enabled
the creation of interdisciplinary projects. The Environmental Movement was able to be
associated with various other memes, like trends in art, architecture, politics, and
science, and therefore was able to piggyback their influences and replicate itself through
the spread of these memes as well.
Environmentalism’s rapid and diverse replication is unsurprising due to the fact
that, at the time, it was largely a new phenomenon. Not only were the problems that
humankind was causing on the environment recently discovered, so was the capability to
effectively motivate society through mass media. 85 Being able to expose society to nature
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on a massive scale was revolutionary. Ideas were able to spread much more quickly and
efficiently, and to much larger audiences. One of the most influential examples of this is
Earthrise [see Figure 3.6], the image taken from the Apollo 8, which featured the Earth
rising on the horizon of the moon. This was the first color image that showed Earth from
space, a small sphere in the midst of blackness, and was able to be viewed by the
masses. Earth was seen as a fragile whole, which sparked ideas of interconnectivity, and
led to newfound views of humanity as one unit, environmental protectiveness, and even
new scientific theories such as the Gaia Principle, 86 proposed by James Lovelock. 87

FIGURE 4.1. EARTHRISE 88

The propagation of ideas is essential for a successful integration of nature and
culture, yet today, culture is farther removed from both nature itself as well as its

The Gaia Principle is a scientific theory proposed by scientist, environmentalist, and futurist James Lovelock.
The creation of this theory was highly influenced by the image Earthrise, as a well as Lovelock’s own work with
NASA, attempting to find life on Mars. He questioned that the same methods for finding life on Earth, based on
Earth’s life cycle, would be equally effective for finding Martian life. Instead, he proposed to look for reduced or
reversed entropy, stating, “Life is a member of the class of phenomena which are open or continuous systems
able to decrease their internal entropy at the expense of substances or free energy taken in from the
environment and subsequently rejected in a degraded form.” (Lovelock, James. Gaia, a new look at life on earth.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1979.) Based on this idea of the planet as a closed system, Lovelock proposed
Gaia: “a complex entity involving the Earth’s biosphere, atmosphere, oceans, and soil; the totality constituting a
feedback or cybernetic system which seeks an optimal physical and chemical environment for life on this planet.
(Ibid.)
87 “Apollo Astronaut Shares Story of NASA's Earthrise Photo,” NASA, last modified March 29, 2012, accessed April
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representations.

Images of Earth from space are no longer new and do not elicit the

same global response. How, then, is nature to be reintegrated into culture? The answer,
which has been analyzed in various forms throughout this research is, of course,
architecture. In her TED talk on memes, Susan Blackmore reiterates that ideas will get
copied if they can, but “some of them will be copied because they’re good, or true, or
useful, or beautiful.” 89 This is the role of architecture. Architecture must be good, true,
useful, and beautiful so that its message is spread.

4.2

THE ARTIST’S ROLE

Though Gyorgy Kepes had probably not thought in terms of replicators, many of
his projects sought to utilize the spread of ideas to carry his own message. According to
Kepes, “To be fully aware of what we lose in the undisciplined, reckless exploitation of
technique, one must experience the missing qualities…To respond with the necessary
anger to the pollution of our lakes and rivers, one needs a memory or an imaginative
experience of the purity of a mountain brook…To grasp fully the sensory deprivation
forced upon us in our cities, we need to have had the climatic experiences of sunsets or of
starry nights.” 90 Here, Kepes is expressing that the knowledge of what society is losing
must be known and spread through culture to elicit a response.
In The Artist’s Role in Environmental Self-Regulation, there are four goals in
environmental regulation in building:
1. A comprehensive, unflinching survey of the facts … 2. A comprehensive
scientific study of the technological potential in pollution abatement… 3.
Mobilization of civic awareness to the facts… 4. Education in depth…This implies
the mobilization of creative imagination and artistic sensibilities toward the
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development of civic and ecological consciousness on the deepest levels of the
personality. 91
While this promotes the spread of knowledge, as discussed in the last section, ideas
cannot be assumed to change all at once, though even small steps are recognized as
towards a larger function.

Kepes recognizes this, stating, “Changes in human

insights…cannot be made in one sweep. Consciousness grows from seeds like all men
and all organisms. These seminal experiences can be produced at small social cost and
their consequences can be far-reaching.” 92

Like Dawkins said, the rate of an idea’s

replication depends on its longevity, fecundity, and its ability to be clearly copied. 93 If the
likelihood of an idea’s success is to be improved, one must increase its exposure to the
population and improving its ability to be spread to others. In this instance, the idea that
is desired to be spread is the need for fundamental ecological change in the
Anthropocene. The integration of nature and its process to the built environment both
increases the idea’s longevity and provides mass exposure of the proposal to the people
who interact with the built environment and its surroundings, particularly if the built
environment is one that is highly utilized and popularized, as in recreation and
entertainment.
It is the role of the artist to create this experience with interdisciplinary help from
both engineers and scientists to incorporate technology as well as sociologists to realize
social needs. 94

Kepes’ proposals, through his Center for Advanced Visual Studies,

include provocative and functional projects like a water-purification kinetic sculpture. Of
the sculpture, he says,
One can visualize immense transparent structures that give visibility to hydraulic
processes, a contained but legible ballet of water racing through obstacles of
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filters, tinted and purified by chemicals, or moving sluggishly in intricate but
legible patters of transparent containers. Pipes, in a variety of thicknesses and
forms dictated by function but modified by artistic needs within the limits of
functional and structural economy, can evolve into impressive sculptural forms
that have never existed before. 95
In this way, Kepes’ sculpture exemplifies innovation through recreation.

From the

acceptance of this technology, Kepes looks to extrapolate it further to include sensors and
monitors to collect data for pollution, noise, light, etc. to bring “quality consciousness” 96
to the environment.

4.3

HOW FAR DO WE GO?

Using Kepes’ proposed sensors and monitors as examples, it is a short step to the
dilemma, how far should we go?

We are in the Anthropocene, an age in which human

activity has significantly changed the Earth.

This creates a crossroads; as Latour

explains, a battle between the Environmentalists who believe “From now on we should
limit ourselves” 97 and the Post-Environmentalists, who say “From now on, we should stop
flagellating ourselves and take up explicitly and seriously what we have been doing all
along at an ever-increasing scale, namely, intervening, acting, wanting, caring.” 98
The very definition of the Anthropocene states that man is permanently changing
the Earth’s ecosystems, and it is therefore a fallacy that we could return to the way things
were. As Latour states, there is an environmental paradox: “Those who wish to protect
natural ecosystems learn…that they have to work harder and harder – that is, to intervene
more, at always greater levels of detail, with ever more subtle care – to keep them
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‘natural enough’”. 99 At the essence of this paradox is the realization that humanity has
already intervened with nature at its most basic, and the idea of an ‘untouched nature’
does not truly exist.

This is not to propose that technology should bound ahead,

unrestrained, yet neither can humanity simply turn its back on what it has already done.
As Latour says, “What good is it for a man to gain his soul yet forfeit the whole world?” 100
This project proposes that technology, nature, and the integration of disciplines
can be used together to create solutions for the Anthropocene.

In the words of

Shellenberger and Nordhaus, “Some may call such strong faith in the technological fix an
instance of hubris, but others will simply call it compassion.” 101 As has been stated, the
most dire requirement for this integration to be successful is the incorporation of culture
into nature, and therefore architecture. The goal of this proposal can be best said by
Gyorgy Kepes, “Genuine awareness of our ecological situation must be amplified by
profound artistic experiences to convert shallow indignation into deeply held, persisting
conviction.” 102

Ibid., 25.
Ibid., 28.
101 Michael Shellenberger and Ted Nordhaus, "Evolve: The Case for Modernization as the Road to Salvation,"
Breakthrough Journal 2 (2011): 20.
102 Kepes, “The Artist’s Role,” 167.
99

100
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5. PROJECT PROPOSAL: HABITAT ARCHIPELAGO

FIGURE 5.1. A VIEW OF HABITAT ARCHIPELAGO, FROM CONEY ISLAND’S SHORELINE 103

103

Image by Author, with image from “Coney Island Love Affair,” SAllen’s Corner (blog), June 5, 2011, accessed
November 18, 2013, http://sallanscorner.wordpress.com/2011/06/05/.
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5.1

PROJECT PROPOSAL INTRODUCTION

Habitat Archipelago proposes a series of inhabitable, synthetic barrier islands
surrounding Coney Island. Coney Island was chosen as the site of the installment for a
variety of reasons. Its recent damage due to Hurricane Katrina [see Figure 5.2], despite
its current jetty system, exemplifies the need for a new geologic intervention in order to
protect its shore and residents. Because of its popularity as a vacation spot, the built
environment is very dense and the natural wildlife has lost much of its environment. As
we will discuss, Coney Island also is a culturally rich area with a longstanding relationship
with technological innovation through its provocative attractions. In the culmination of
this research, Habitat Archipelago creates an interdisciplinary, Post-Environmentalist
geologic structure that both incorporates Kepes’ ideal of the role of the artist as well as
radicalizing the interaction between nature and culture.

FIGURE 5.2. IMAGES OF THE DAMAGE TO CONEY ISLAND AFTER HURRICANE SANDY 104

5.2

CONEY ISLAND CULTURE

Coney Island has a history of innovation through recreation, though perhaps it
should be said oddities or eccentricities.

Coney Island constantly pushed technology

through these eccentricities, creating new attractions, recreations, and monsters.

In

Latour’s analogy of likening Frankenstein to technology and nature, he says, “Dr.
John Huntington, “Coney Island Hurricane Sandy Flood Aftermath Photos,” Brooklyn Vegan, last updated
October
31,
2012,
accessed
November
11,
2013,
http://www.brooklynvegan.com/archives/2012/10/coney_island_hu.html.
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Frankenstein’s crime was not that he invented a creature through some combination of
hubris and high technology, but rather that he abandoned the creature to itself.” 105 Though
Coney Island is still a popular resort from the city, in many aspects it has been
abandoned from its original status and push towards innovation.

This history makes

Coney Island an ideal location for the first installation of the interdisciplinary Archipelago
as it makes use of Coney Island’s past innovation through recreation, as well as providing
a way for innovation to return to its ‘creature’.
In 1883, the Brooklyn Bridge allowed Coney Island to be accessed by the masses
of New York City. The draw of Coney Island was the different environment that it offered
from city life of Manhattan, yet with the mass exodus of the city to the coastline, it itself
began to be changed to the same urban settings. 106 As Rem Koolhaas said in Delirious
New York, “To survive as a resort – a place offering contrast – Coney Island is forced to
mutate: it must turn itself into the total opposite of Nature, it has no choice but to
counteract the artificiality of the new metropolis with its own Super-Natural.” 107

As a

result, the urbanization of Coney Island was intensified, and from this super-urbanity
grew the Parks and their attractions designed to destabilize the perception of the visitor.
Each park contained its own theme and its own method of escape from reality. It
is this desire that necessitates innovation of the attractions to create more perceptive
distortions for Coney Island’s inhabitants. Electric engineers were constantly called upon
to create new ways of lighting the ethereal Luna Park, which featured thousands of bulbs
while still in the early stages of electrical popularization 108 [see Figure 5.3].

The design

of lights in Luna was so fantastic that it essentially created two parks in one: one by day,

Latour, “Love Your Monsters,” 21.
Rem Koolhaas, Delirious New York, (New York: Monticelli, 1994), 33.
107 Ibid.
108“Electricity at Coney Island,” Coney Island and the Modernization of America, accessed April 2, 2014,
http://web.wm.edu/americanstudies/370/2007/sp8/tech_electric.html.
105
106
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and one by night. 109 The creation of a park that was designed to be specifically featured
accentuated the hyper-urbanization of the site, as well as evolving a feature of Coney from
1890: Electric bathing.

Coney’s coast was lined with lights, so that, as Koolhaas

described, “the sea can be enjoyed on a truly metropolitan shift-system, giving those
unable to reach the water in the daytime a man-made, 12 hour extension.” 110 Electric
bathing, and later Luna Park itself, allowed the inhabitants of the ‘City that never sleeps’
to bring their insomnia with them. As Charles I. D. Loof, designer of Luna Park, said,
“You see, this being the Moon, it is always changing. A stationary Luna Park would be an
anomaly.” 111 For Luna, electrical innovation created a dynamic environment where the
perceptions between day and night became irrelevant.

FIGURE 5.3. LUNA PARK AT NIGHT, CONEY ISLAND, BROOKLYN, 1906 112

The evolution of electricity was prevalent through even its non-permanent
attractions. When one of Coney Island’s elephants was deemed dangerous and sentenced
to be put down, Thomas Edison used this as a way to warn the public of the dangers of –

Koolhaas, Delirious New York, 41.
Ibid., 35.
111 Ibid., 41.
112Samuel
H.
Gottscho,
Luna
Park
at
Night,
http://www.nycgovparks.org/parks/coneyisland/photos/1075.
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1906,

accessed

April

2,

2014,

his competitor’s – AC electric current by electrocuting Topsy the elephant. 113

The

animal’s death became another strange spectacle of Coney Island. Through gruesome,
the experiment served its purpose of displaying AC power and its results in part led to the
creation of the electric chair.
Methods of transportation were improved through Coney Island.

The great

demand of the public to reach Coney Island led to the installation of the trolley, subway,
and automobile routes.

Even Coney Island’s attractions celebrated the transportation

innovation; a few attractions consisted only of transportation, such as a train, or driving
cars around a track. 114

This was particularly the case in Steeplechase Park, whose

attractions included the Scenic Railway 115 and a mechanical horse track for which the
park is named. In addition, its roller coasters and attractions such as the Human Roulette
Wheel [see Figure 5.4] and Earthquake Stairway called for feats of engineering to
complete.

113
114
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“Electricity at Coney Island.”
“Transportation to Coney Island,” Coney Island and the Modernization of America, accessed April 2, 2014,
http://web.wm.edu/americanstudies/370/2007/sp8/tech_transport.html.
Jeffrey Stanton, “Coney Island – Historic Roller Coasters,” last updated June 2, 2004, accessed April 2, 2014,
http://www.westland.net/coneyisland/articles/coasterlist.htm.
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FIGURE 5.4. HUMAN ROULETTE WHEEL, CONEY ISLAND, 1950S 116

Even health care was included in the innovation of Coney Island. At the time, care
for premature babies was not common practice in hospitals. In 1903, Dr. Martin Couney
started the Baby Incubator exhibit originally as part of Dreamland, and charged a quarter
for the opportunity to walk by the glass and see the hospital ward.

Because of the

revenue from the exhibit, Couney was able to fund his healthcare research without
charging parents of the premature babies for the care. 117
Together, these technologies and attractions of the Coney Island Boardwalk
encapsulated the techno-culture mindset that pushes for innovation. Coney Island was a
free place to explore technology and push limits. As Koolhaas called it, a “Technology of
the Fantastic: a permanent conspiracy against the realities of the external world.” 118 With
Coney Island as its site, Habitat Archipelago returns to this earlier mindset and applies its

116

117

118

[Untitled image of the Human Roulette Wheel on the Coney Island Boardwalk], 1950s, accessed April 2, 2014,
http://aboutfuturefarmers.wordpress.com/2010/05/04/the-peoples-roulette-2/.
Michael Brick, “And Next to the Bearded Lady, Premature Babies,” New York Times, June 12, 2005, accessed
April 2, 2014, http://www.nytimes.com/2005/06/12/nyregion/12coney.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0.
Koolhaas, Delirious New York, 62.
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innovative push toward the environment and eco-technology to create an integrated
nature-culture relationship.
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5.3

GEOLOGIC FUNCTIONS

Habitat Archipelago incorporates influences from coral reefs and integrates Coney
Island’s current geological system, a series of jetties, to create a project that integrates
nature and culture.

Jetties are “any variety of engineering structures connected with

river, harbor, and coastal works designed to influence the current or tide or to protect a
harbor or beach from waves.” 119 On their own, Coney Island’s jetties perform the shortterm solution of retaining sand in one particular site. However, as shown in Figure 5.4,
this deprives the beach that follows it of the natural sand movement cycle and over time
causes severe down-drift erosion. 120 Ultimately, this causes large parts of the shoreline
after the jetties to eventually be swept away, as the jetty obstructs natural replenishment
of sediment carried by the ocean currents. Part of this failing of the current jetty system
is that the jetties create a hard, impermeable edge for the beach. By integrating a series
of semi-permeable islands, the proposal creates a buffer area around the coastline [see
Figure 5.5], similar to the way that barrier reefs create a defense around their respective
islands.

(Marine Structure)," Encyclopedia Britannica Online, last modified June 28, 2013, accessed March 22,
2014, http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/303301/jetty.
“Downdrift erosion is a common feature of shores occurring where a headland…blocks the natural longshore
drift of materials, that is transport of sand and gravel by waves and current. Sediment transport results in
accumulation on updrift or receiving side and in the adjoining ocean. There is a corresponding depletion of
materials on the downdrift side.” (Per Bruun, “The Development of Downdrift Erosion,” Journal of Costal Research
11 no. 4 (1995): 1242-57, accessed March 21, 2014, http://www.jstor.org/stable/4298427.

119` "Jetty
120
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FIGURE 5.5. TYPICAL BEACH CONFIGURATION WITH GROINS 121

FIGURE 5.6. EXISTING CONEY ISLAND SHORELINE VERSUS THE PROPOSED BUFFER ZONE

121

“Breaking the Waves: Coastlines Fall 2008,” New York Sea Grant, accessed
http://www.seagrant.sunysb.edu/articles/t/breaking-the-waves-coastlines-fall-2008.
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April

1,

2014,

When the currents of a growing wave pass through the coral reef around the
island, the reef absorbs much of the waves’ force, therefore causing it to lose momentum
and break farther from the shoreline. 122 With the creation of a new buffer zone for Coney
Island’s shoreline, the current jetty system’s primary function then becomes acting as a
means of circulation to the islands nearest to the shore [see Figure 5.7].

FIGURE 5.7. JETTIES AS A SCAFFOLD AND MEANS OF CIRCULATION

The archipelago, which replaces the geologic function of a traditional jetty,
functions similar to a coral reef; it slows down waves and causes them to break further
from shore. By integrating technology into the structure, it also takes advantage of tidal
and wave forces that pass through the structure. The type of force utilized is determined
by island’s distance from shore and how much the water level surrounding the island
changes with the tide. The water level of islands far from shore changes very little as
tides go in and out, so these structures rely on waves and ocean currents for power. The
sides of the structure under the water and perpendicular to wave forces are open, so the
122

"How Reefs Protect the Land," Microdocs, last updated April 11, 2012, accessed March 21, 2014,
http://www.stanford.edu/group/microdocs/howreefs.html.
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island is permeable. Rotating turbines are connected various beams of the structure [see
Figure 5.8]. When waves and ocean currents pass through the structure, the forces turn
the turbine and that energy is collected [see Figure 5.9]

FIGURE 5.8. PROPOSED TURBINES AS A PART OF THE STRUCTURE

For islands that are near the shore, tidal forces are used to collect energy [see
Figure 5.10]. The water level surrounding these islands changes throughout the day
depending on the tide. For these islands, the sides of the structure are solid, but water
permeable, and again contain turbines. The interiors of the islands are gated and can
open and close in order to selectively seal in the water collected or block out the rising
ocean. Using this process, the islands complete a twice-daily cycle of letting ocean water
in and out. Because the tides change slowly, the forces of the incoming and outgoing
tides are not enough in themselves to spin the turbines. The process behind the island
structure, then, is to block water from entering the hollow interior of the island until high
tide has come in. At that point, the island’s interior gates will open and allow water to
flow through the turbines and fill the center of the island. Allowing the water to fill the
void all at once creates a greater force than that generated by the slowly moving tides and
will collect larger amounts of energy. This process is inversely repeated at low tide. The
47

island’s interior gates stay shut and hold in water at the level of the high tide until the
surrounding water level has completely receded. It is then released from the structure all
at once, again passing through the turbines and collecting energy.
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FIGURE 5.9. EXAMPLE ARCHIPELAGO COLLECTING WAVE ENERGY

FIGURE 5.10. EXAMPLE ARCHIPELAGO COLLECTING TIDAL ENERGY
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5.4

ECOLOGICAL MODERNIZATION

As discussed earlier in the research, Ecological Modernization an idea is highly
successful; integrating ecological ideals into today’s capitalistic society is integral for
changing throw-away trends. However, Ecological Modernization, as of yet, is still too
isolated for mass propagation. Habitat Archipelago creates a solution for this problem.
Through their collection of energy, Habitat Archipelago benefits both ecology, by
harvesting a renewable energy, and capitalism, by offering a profitable aspect of the
project: energy can be sold. In addition, wave and tidal energy is extremely dependable
as a resource – ocean tides will continue to go in and out regardless of weather or any
exterior circumstance.
By creating the Habitat as a series of individual islands, it becomes an item that is
more easily able to be marketed. Individual islands can be customized, organized into
various patterns within a group, or potentially even mass produced. From its installation
on Coney Island, islands of Habitat Archipelago could grow from their installation on
Coney Island [see Figure 5.11], to the population of the New York coastline [see Figure
5.12], to their transposition to coastlines anywhere in the world.
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FIGURE 5.11. SITE PLAN: CONEY ISLAND SHORELINE

FIGURE 5.12. SITE PLAN: NEXT POTENTIAL
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5.5

HABITATION

FIGURE 5.13. HABITAT ARCHIPELAGO DIAGRAMMATIC SECTION

Each individual island of Habitat Archipelago incorporates various zones of
habitation and function [see Figure 5.13].

Taking influence from Ian McHarg, the

processes of the surrounding nature were studied to design the Habitat.

The

archipelago’s facade is rough and pocketed in order to support marine life; the rough
exterior allows plants and mollusks to grip the outside, begin to take root and grow. The
exterior’s pockmarks and holes provide space for crabs and fish to burrow into the
structure, giving them a shelter in which to hide. The highest zone of the island belongs
to the sea birds of the area, designed as rocky outcroppings where birds can land and
nest.
Like works of land art, this leaves the Habitat’s façade open changes from its
surrounding environment. When the archipelago is first installed, the exteriors will be
clean. Yet as time passes, the façade is subject to entropy from wind and waves above
the water, and the ocean currents below. It also, eventually, will be covered in growth of
the sea plants that take root, the mollusks that cling to the side, and the marine life that
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dwell in and around the structure.

In time, each individual island’s façade will be

unrecognizable from its original installation as it will eventually sustain its own microecosystem.
5.5.1

BOARDWALK INTEGRATION
Humans are able to inhabit the structure on the exterior surfaces closest to the

water level as well as the interior of the structure below. On the surfaces of the Habitat,
visitors are free to walk around the surface, sunbathe, and even dive off the side to the
ocean below.

Swimming within the middle of the island, when the ocean in the

archipelago is at high tide, of course, is highly encouraged.

When swimming in the

archipelago, visitors are able to get a close up look for themselves of how the turbine
technology is working as well as the tidepool-like ecosystem being cultivated by the
structure; the turbines become an attraction themselves while also promoting the
integration of nature and technology.
The sensory distortion present in many of the attractions of Coney Island is
represented also in Habitat Archipelago through the human habitation in the interior,
extending Coney’s Island’s boardwalk program into the new structure.

In its heyday,

Coney Island welcome the use of technology to create the fantastic, but in this modern
installation, the physical reality of the external world is exploited to create the
inhabitant’s destabilization of the senses. The Archipelago is designed to promote an
awareness of natural processes as an integrated part of the structure, thus influencing a
new relationship-between nature and culture on Coney Island.

Visitors to Habitat

Archipelago arrive on the surface of the island either by swimming or using the jetty as a
walkway. The surfaces on the face of the island are rough, angular forms. From this
area, though, the visitor is able to enter into the structure and begin to traverse down and
through it.

As they progress, the visitor’s path transitions from textured angles to

smooth, organic forms. This continues until the visitor reaches the area at the bottom of
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the island, where they find themselves in aquarium-like spaces made of curved floors,
flowing furniture, and glass walls.

This is Habitat Archipelago’s integration of Coney

Island’s perceptive destabilization.

The unsteady and in-motion nature of the island’s

interior works in conjunction with the movement of the ocean surrounding the
inhabitants. Floors of tensioned fabrics create literal movement inside the Habitat. This
destabilization further integrates the new perception and, like Kepes’ water sculpture,
creates cultural awareness through the structure’s natural functions as both human
recreation and marine habitat. As Latour says,
What’s the difference between [a] collective experiment and what used to be
called a ‘political’ issue?

Nothing.

And this is precisely the point. The sharp

distinction between, on the one hand, scientific laboratories experimenting on
theories and phenomena inside their walls, and, on the other, a political outside
where non-experts get by with human values, options and passions, is simply
evaporating before our eyes. 123
5.5.2

NEW YORK AQUARIUM
Habitat Archipelago can integrate nature and culture even further by working with

the New York Aquarium, located on Coney Island’s boardwalk. The Wildlife Conservation
Society, which leads New York’s five parks including the Bronx Zoo, Central Park Zoo,
Prospect Park Zoo, and Queens Zoo, has the mission to “save wildlife and wild places
worldwide through science, conservation action, education, and inspiring people to value
nature.” 124 Habitat Archipelago shares the same goal of inspiring people to value nature,
but in working with the New York Aquarium, it emphasizes the need not only for wildlife
conservation but for the creation of a new kind of human and wildlife interaction.

In

most aquariums, visitors look in on exhibits from the outside while the animals are

123
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Bruno Latour, “Atmosphére, Atmosphére,” in The Weather Project, ed. Susan May (London: Tate, 2003), 32.
"About Us," Wildlife Conservation Society, accessed March 13, 2014, http://www.wcs.org/about-us.aspx.
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behind glass. In Delirious New York, Koolhaas called the aquarium part of the “definitive
eradication of Coney’s original urbanism...The aquarium is a Modernist revenge of the
conscious upon the unconscious: its fish – ‘inhabitants of the deep’ – are forced to spend
their lives in a sanatorium.” 125 However in Habitat Archipelago, it is the visitors that are
in the glass case while the ‘exhibit’ is actually their surroundings. Though the visitors are
still observing marine life, they are the ones that seem to be the outsiders, yet voluntarily
enclosed.

5.6

CONCLUSION

Architecture of the Anthropocene must provide solutions to global climate change.
More important than simply treating the symptoms of climate change, architecture must
work to integrate nature to find a symbiotic coexistence with it and technology. For these
changes to be accepted by society, it must also revolutionize the relationship between
nature and culture.

Through the creation of Habitat Archipelago, this proposal offers

solutions to the environmental concerns facing Coney Island’s coastline, and draws
attention and cultural awareness to this integrated solution by making the solution itself
function as an attraction to be inhabited.

125

Koolhaas, Delirious New York, 79.
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FIGURE 5.14. HABITAT ARCHIPELAGO
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